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1.1

Introduction

In the early years between 1960 and 1961 John McCarthy, an American computer
scientist, and cognitive scientist, came up with the idea of computer or information
utility. In 1961 at MIT Centennial John McCarthy pointed out “If computers of the kind I
have advocated become the computers of the future, then computing may someday be
organized as a public utility just as the telephone system is a public utility. The computer
utility could become the basis of a new and important industry”. Cloud Computing has
developed from McCarthy’s idea of utility computing which begins the commoditization
process to a new service that is widely available and has become indistinguishable from
others like it, which consumers make the decision to purchase it based on price [1].
Cloud computing, a rapidly developing information technology, has aroused the concern of the
whole world. Cloud computing is Internet-based computing, whereby shared resources, software,
and information, are provided to computers and devices on-demand.
Cloud computing is a combination of various computing entities, globally separated, but
electronically connected. As the geography of computation is moving towards corporate server
rooms, it brings more issues including security, such as virtualization security, distributed
computing, application security, identity management, access control, and authentication. Strong
user authentication is the paramount requirement for cloud computing that restricts illegal access
of cloud server.

1.2 Problem Statement
Users who put their large data files in the cloud storage servers can relieve the burden of
storage and computation. At the same time, it is critically important for users to ensure
that their data are being stored correctly and safely.
The information must be available to all users who are legitimate to use it at any time they want.
So, users should be equipped with certain security means so that they can make sure that their
data is safe.
As a solution to this problem, many researchers have tried to implement different types of
authentication to make the cloud more secure. There are several ways to implement
authentication. How these authentication services are provided to cloud users is a major concern
for security community.

1.3

Research Objectives and Research Questions

The objective of this research is to provide insight on the problem of authentication of a
user who stores and modifies his information in the cloud. Our target is to identify and
analyze the problem and to survey the secure user authentication techniques in cloud
computing environment, In order to provide a clear, consistent, organized literature
review of cloud authentication techniques for the coming researchers.
The questions of this research are:
1. How to identify and authenticate users who store and modify their data in the cloud?
2. How can we protect the identity of the user from the cloud during authentication?
3. What are the schemes that have been proposed for user authentication?
4. How can we classify the proposed schemes for user authentication?

1.4 Motivation
With Cloud Computing, as with many new technologies and services, information security and
data protection issues are intensely debated and examined far more critically than is the cases
with offering that have been around for a while. Many surveys and studies reveal that potential
customers have concerns about information security and data protection which stands in the way
of a wider deployment.
User authentication is an essential security need. How researchers deal with this security issue in
the cloud computing environment motivates this research.

1.5 Research Methodology
The information for this thesis was basically collected from the researcher’s papers such
as journals, conference papers, and other papers. So a scientific literature review
methodology is applied. Our literature review methodology contains seven steps:
searching, obtaining, assessing, reading, critical evaluation, recording, and writing. This
methodology is explained in details in chapter 3.

1.6 Research Limitation
This thesis will not discuss any technical descriptions about Cloud Computing nor discuss
mathematics behind encryption algorithms. It will mainly present the concept of user
authentication, the main schemes of user authentication.

1.7 Thesis Structure
This thesis consists of fives chapters as follows: Chapter 2 explains and understand what cloud
computing is, what components comprise a cloud solution, essential characteristics, cloud
computing service model, deployment models, advantages and disadvantage of cloud computing,
and takes a closer look at the security concerns and issues with cloud computing vulnerabilities
and explaining the risk and top threats of cloud computing.
Chapter 3 shows research methodologies that have been used in this research. Chapter 4 surveys
and classifies the existing user authentication techniques which take different criteria to
authenticate the users in cloud. Chapter 5 contains the conclusion and the future work that should
be done in the cloud authentication discipline.

